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Newsletter – Spring 2015

HRA 39TH AGM
THURSDAY 30TH APRIL 2015 – 7.30 PM
HIGHFIELD HOUSE HOTEL
As part of the formal business, members of the Committee will speak and answer questions about
their areas of responsibility. This will give residents more opportunity to raise issues that concern
them. It would be helpful if these could be submitted in advance to
thesecretary@highfieldresidents.org.uk or dropping them in at Highfield News.

The formal meeting will be followed by a social gathering and complimentary drinks.

Chair’s report
I am once again pleased to
present my annual Chair’s report.
I shall make this quite brief not least
because there will be more time to
discuss the issues concerned at
the AGM on 30th April (see above).
The Committee has benefitted from
more stable membership this year.
We were however delighted to co-opt
Adrian Vinson to look after planning
matters. Once again, I offer my
sincere thanks to the officers and
members of the Committee for all
their hard work during the year. On
a more sombre note, we were very
sorry to learn of the deaths of our
former Vice-Chair, Dr Julia Brooking,
and of David Ely, who covered
planning issues for us for many years.
As always, our main focus this
year has been on planning and the
environment. The run of favourable
appeal judgements, on which I
commented in my last report, has
continued this year with 42 Blenheim
Gardens. We were also very gratified
when the City’s Planning Panel
turned down yet another application
at 13 Grosvenor Road, and when we
learned that Galliard Homes would
not be redeveloping the Highfield
House Hotel (of which I shall be saying
more at the AGM). We were also very
encouraged when the City Council
endorsed the Scrutiny Panel report

on balanced neighbourhoods and a
more restrictive approach to Houses
in Multiple Occupation (HMOs), and
we look forward to being involved
in the report’s implementation along
with other residents’ associations.
More recently, and along with other
associations, we have written to the
Council asking for it to apply to the
Government for a ‘direction 7’ to restrict
landlords’ letting boards in parts of
the City, including much of Highfield
and Portswood, where their spread
represents an intrusive and unwelcome
form of urban pollution. We were
very grateful to those members who
devoted time and energy to our roadby-road survey of HMOs, the results
of which were fed in to the Council
to assist with the new HMO licensing
scheme, which now appears to be
having some impact, after a delayed
start. Finally, we are delighted at the
continuing progress being made by
Common Sense in clearing large parts
of the Little Common. In particular, and
with the help of the Council’s ground
staff, the full restoration last autumn of
the park grassland under trees opposite
the Avenue Campus once again
provides stunning long views under
the trees. Also, the recovery of the well
worn path attests to the return of the
area’s perceived safety for public use.  
In my report last year I said that we had
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both our membership numbers and our finances are
healthy but we remain quite constrained in what we can
do by the need to have a prudent level of reserves in case
of expensive legal advice and/or representation as well as
unforeseen contingencies. How to raise more funds for
our activities in future will therefore be one of the main
points for discussion at this year’s AGM. I should say that
whilst we clearly welcome any ideas about fundraising
activities, we are even more pleased to find people who
are actually prepared to organise them. This brings me to
the organisation of this year’s AGM on 30th April.
In recent years, the AGM has included presentations by,
or panels of, representatives of local organisations such
as the Council, the University and the Police. Whilst this
has been useful and informative, it has also taken up quite
a lot of time and may have meant that members were not
always able to raise the questions or issues that they might
have wished to. So this year, whilst we shall of course be
inviting friends from our community partners, the focus of
the meeting, along with the usual drinks get-together, will
be on HRA, its activities and its resources. I hope that as
many members as possible will join us for what I am sure
will be an interesting and enjoyable occasion.
Roger Brown

been successful in obtaining funding from the National
Lottery for the Building Bridges awareness-raising project
with the Southampton University Students Union. Although
we were not able to make as much progress on this as we
would have liked, we have managed to stage one or two
events to bring residents and students together. We look
forward to continued cooperation with the new leadership
of the Union, as well as with the local Police, over the next
year. We continue to benefit from close and continuing
liaison with our three Ward Councillors – Matthew Claisse,
Linda Norris and Paul O’Neill – who attend our meetings
when they are able to and give us much useful help and
advice.
Moving on to ‘internal’ matters, I am delighted to report
that after much hard work by Nadine Johnson and our new
Webmaster, Ross Gordon, the new website is virtually
ready for use. Although it has taken a little longer than we
might have wished, the new site is a great improvement
on its predecessor and I hope that it will be well used
by members. However we also plan to continue with the
printed Newsletter and we are very grateful to Caroline
Knight for her excellent editorship of this popular and well
regarded publication.
This takes me on to the final theme of this report: resources:

HMO Licensing
with private landlords and landlord organisations as well
as tenants and residents to improve public health in
Southampton, and it is through schemes such as this that
we can have a marked impact in doing so.

The 1st July 2013 was a landmark day for Southampton
City Council, and the City of Southampton itself.  On this
day an additional licensing scheme for houses in multiple
occupation (HMO) in four wards of the city was introduced
enabling the council to improve housing conditions in
thousands of properties, and to protect the health and
safety of countless residents of Southampton.
Mandatory HMO licensing for Houses in Multiple
Occupation, certain larger HMOs (three or more storeys
and five or more occupants), came into force as part of the
Housing Act 2004, but the Act also included the option of
discretionary HMO licensing schemes that local authorities
could utilise if there is a need in their area.  As I am sure
you are aware Southampton plays host to two universities,
but in addition has a large number of migrant workers and
young professionals, and this has lead to a high number
of HMOs in the city (approximately 9.3%) compared to the
national average (2%).
The additional licensing scheme in Southampton covers
the Bargate, Bevois, Portswood, and Swaythling wards
as research showed that these wards had the highest
numbers of HMOs in Southampton. The scheme applies
to any private rented property occupied by three or
more people (including children) who form two or more
households, and includes shared houses, bedsits, and
some flats where there is some sharing of the kitchen and/
or bathroom. This includes houses rented by students.
There are some exemptions, examples of these are on
our website (please see below).
The Council are now consulting on a new designation to
extend the additional HMO licensing scheme to four more
wards in the city – Shirley, Freemantle, Millbrook, and
Bassett.  Full details of the consultation can be found by
visiting our website (please see below), the consultation
ends on 27th February 2015.
This new scheme will allow the council to continue the
positive work carried out during the current additional
licensing scheme.   The council is committed to working

If you own or manage an HMO in Southampton you may
need to obtain a licence for the property, if you haven’t
already done so. It is a criminal offence to operate an HMO
(which is subject to the regulations) without a licence.
Landlords who are caught risk being heavily fined by the
courts.  Further information on applying for a licence can
be acquired by using the contact details below.
Sam Ings – Principal Environmental Health Officer
Karen Hunter – Environmental Health Team Leader
Janet Hawkins – Regulatory Services Manager
(neighbourhoods)
Tel: 023 8083 2617
Email:  hmo@southampton.gov.uk
Website: www.southampton.gov.uk/hmo
His Masters Voice
I wonder how many people know
of the link to Highfield of the iconic
His Masters Voice image of the
dog, Nipper, sitting beside the wind
up gramophone? The gentleman
who supplied the gramophone,
Henry Price Hodges, was a
musical instruments vendor and
he lived where the Highfield House
Hotel now stands. Mr Hodges died
in the Titanic disaster  in 1912 at
the age of 50. There is a brass
plaque in his honour in the Hotel.
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Little Common update
Many people have commented how attractive the grassland
under mature trees opposite the Avenue Campus now
looks.  There have been some stunning long views under
the trees in the low winter sunlight. The well used path
from the Oakmount direction to the underpass path
testifies to restoration of its attractiveness and perceived
safety.   Highfield Road itself, linking Lovers’ Walk north
and south, in particular around the bus stop, also feels
safer with greater openness alongside.   Thanks to a
Lottery grant to fund contractors with suitable machinery,
last year’s fallen oaks and nearly all of the older fallen tree
limbs and stems were removed in late February (save for
the root ball that will need heavier machinery).  That will
allow efficient future maintenance of most of the grassland
by the SCC gang mower.  
At the northern end, large hollies that had grown up
amongst large fallen tree limbs (which had been left where
they dropped for 20 years or so) were removed manually,
thanks to our newly recruited human chainsaw, Steve, and
much work by other volunteers dragging the cuttings into
a pile in the woodland well beyond The Carriage Drive.  
The contractors removed all the larger debris, followed
up immediately by tractor driver Pete, of the SCC staff,
working hard to flail the brambles ready for future grasscutting. Here also long views under trees have now been
restored to how they were in the 1980s.   We are again
grateful to Henri Ghijben’s HRG Tree Services – anyone
looking for tree work could not wish for a more efficient,
skilful, hard working and personable team – they even
carved a log seat for the Avenue Campus bus stop!
What has deteriorated in the last 3-4 years is The Carriage
Drive.  It used to be a wide grassy ride between ditches.  
Trees were cleared by SCC from the ditches in 2010
with the intention of restoring heathland species – gorse,
bracken and brambles – along them.  Instead, tall gorse
has become established across the entire Drive, save
for a wet and muddy narrow winding path, which feels
unpleasant and unsafe to use. We shall be pressing for
restoration of the wide grass ride bordered by vegetation
low enough to allow users to be seen from the open areas
to the east.
Other future work will be lightening up the well used Lovers’
Walk.  The entire walk is almost entirely under oak canopy,
but a dense under-storey of holly, laurel and sycamore

vegetation has grown
up in the last 30 years
making stretches very dark
and oppressive.
Using
contractors and including
University
volunteers,
much of this recent growth will be removed to allow for
maintenance of 1-3 metre grass shoulders either side of
the path.  Work was to have been carried out this winter,
but with contractor funding not available until the growing
season was about to start, it has had to be postponed until
the autumn to conserve summer wildlife habitat.
The most manifest all-year-round form of wildlife along the
route, however, is Mr Ratty.  I don’t know the ecologists’
Latin name for his breed, but they have increased
exponentially in the last 2-3 years, encouraged some
members of the homo-sapiens species habitually feeding
them.   One particularly determined gentleman spreads
bread, grain and meat religiously every day across large
parts of Highfield and The Common.  He steadfastly refuses
to heed any appeals from members of the public to stop
his antisocial compulsion and SCC Environmental Health
is now investigating effective sanctions.  Hopefully this will
bring results and, combined with appropriate extermination
measures by SCC, a rapid decline in numbers.
Simon Hill

Update on new HRA Website
By the time you read this article, the new HRA website
should have been launched! At the time of writing, Ross
Gordon, our Webmaster, is resolving a few technicalities
to enable the launch to go ahead.
HRA members will be informed of the launch and the new
website address via the email database.
The new website has some interesting features: Our Days
Gone By page takes a trip through the history of Highfield
and Portswood; our News and Events pages will include
regular updates on the HRA and related local matters,
events & activities; and our Members Features page will
include articles written by members. There is also a page
dealing with HMOs and Licensing; a Chair’s blog and
much, much more.
We welcome your contributions to our website, whether it

be local news, features or events old and new; competitions
and anything we have not thought of. Please help us make
this website as interactive as possible. The more you use
it, the better it will be!
Do you have photographs of Highfield (in JPEG format
please) - past or present? We are running a competition to
choose the best ones for the website.
The new website is managed by me, Nadine Johnson.
All contributions are welcome at email address:
highfieldracomms@gmail.com
Why not join us? The cost of membership is only £3 per
annum and you will find a form to complete at the back of
this Newsletter.
I look forward to hearing from you!
Nadine Johnson
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Portswood Police Station
You may have noticed that Portswood Police Station, once
under threat of closure, is now being fully refurbished.
Portswood officers are temporarily stationed at Bitterne
and are due to return at the end of December 2014.
The station will then be home to a far greater number
of officers who will relocate from Bitterne, Shirley and
Southampton Central so you and your residents may well
notice an increase in the number of officers, especially
patrol cars as they head out to patrol their respective
areas.

PC Andy Alderson has now transferred to Hedge End and
I will undertake a new Station Sergeant role at Portswood.
With regards to the new Neighbourhood Policing Teams
at Portswood which commences on 15th January 2015
you and your residents will be looked after by three new
sergeants namely; Hayley O’Grady, Vanessa Ford and
Sarah Nicholson who each will be supported by a team
of dedicated PC’s and PCSO’s, personally I think it should
work a whole lot better.
Sergeant Stewart Chandler

The Portswood Neighbourhood Policing Team
The Portswood Neighbourhood Policing Team consists
of Inspector 5582-Sharman WICKS, PS 3601-Hayley
O’GRADY, PC 3855-Steve BLANDFORD, PC 3587Kate WRIGHT, PC 21300-Virginie FREVAL, PCSO
13139-Colette CRADDOCK, PCSO 12931-Hayley
MORRISON and PCSO 15056-Helen KEMBLE.
We all have been working at Portswood Police Station for
quite a few years therefore we know the area well. Virginie
and Helen have the responsibility of The University of
Southampton.
We are all looking forward to this new challenge of policing
and very much enjoy engaging with the community so
please make sure to contact us if you have any issues but
also if you would like us to attend any local events.

From Highfield to Brittany
hospitable; with lashings of wine, food and a dictionary on
the table, by 2.00am everyone is fluent!
For most of us it is the way of life, the relaxing pace of
life, a noticeable reduction in traffic, the food is fresh and
varied, very little is pre-packaged, and of course the wine
- what more can I say? There is a very family orientated
culture, all the children are courteous and respectful, and
the elderly are treated with a reverence not seen any more
in England. I could go on about the superb medical care
and more, it is like going back 50 years but with technology.
It is a little disconcerting at first to find no shops open on
a Sunday and apart from supermarkets everything closes
between 12.00 -1400 hours for lunch, so quaint.
There are beautiful beaches of crowd free golden sands
and medieval walled cities to explore, the sea is turquoise
blue and the air is so pure that at night there are myriads
of stars unrestricted by the blaze of city lights.
All this aside, once you visit the large cites there are the same
urban problems as in England, but, there is so much which
is rural and still holds onto tradition. Living in Brittany is like
living on an island, French, but not living in the fast lane.
Any regrets?  Yes, not doing it sooner. Any advice?  Yes
loads, now is the time to buy, look to the long term, not just
an investment, enjoy the lifestyle and seek out those who
have been here for some time. There is a lot of heartache
out here caused by unscrupulous people, believe me,
however, friends here are for life, possibly because we
all have the same dreams and have all been through the
same upheavals.
Peter Chilvers (Ex HRA Chairman)

I have been passionate about France since I was a
young teen so after a wonderful working life we decided
to settle in a rural setting with nearly 7 acres of pasture
and woodland, nestling within a small family hamlet 20
minutes from Dinan in Brittany. This seems an extravagant
decision until you realize that neither of our buildings were
habitable, required total renovation, and rural land requires
a lot of upkeep.
Many holidays were spent sleeping on camp-beds in a house
riddled with woodworm and death-watch, and later the comfort
of a caravan whilst we were carrying out the renovations; I
think they run courses now called team building!
As a local business in Highfield we were starting to struggle
with the onset of the recession and made a decision to
move to France, lock stock and barrel, in 2009. Our fully
renovated garage/barn became our permanent house, and
our three storey house was our ongoing retirement project.
The transition from England to France has been an
extraordinary journey of highs and lows, probably the
biggest learning curve of our lives, the language and
bureaucracy being the biggest barriers to anyone wishing
to live in France. However, there are lots who have taken
the plunge and, like us, would not wish to live in England,
not that we are not patriots but there are just so many
more benefits here, and virtually all of the French are so
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Keeping active after retirement. Why is it so important?
Testimonial
Recently I had to go into hospital and the Surgeon
expressed concern about my fitness and strength levels,
recommending taking some exercise beforehand!   By
coincidence, Megan’s leaflet landed on my mat the very
next day and so with only three weeks to go we embarked
on a training program.  At my first follow up appointment
after the operation, the Surgeon felt even that relatively
short pre-hospital exercise period had significantly
contributed to my ability to cope with the operation and,
subsequently, my ongoing recovery.  Now some 4 months
on, I have regained full ‘functionality’ and am now aiming
to recover  ‘core strength’ and better overall fitness levels.
It is hard work, but one can’t put a price upon one’s health
after all and I can tell you, it would not be possible without
MGB Studio
ad 93x184mm.pdf
the support
of aopening
qualified
Trainer.   1 05/03/2015 22:54
Jerry Gillen

Before you even start reading this article, let me sum
it up for you with an old cliché that is absolutely true;
Use It – Or Lose It.
So you’ve retired, perhaps it was recently or perhaps you
have been retired for 1, 5 or 10 years. You are now in that
bracket of being ‘a pensioner’ – but in your mind you are still
the same person you were in your 20s, only thing is, your
body doesn’t seem to agree.
What are your options?  Use the excuse that you are “too
old to exercise”, that you can’t do what you used to and just
accept it?  I’d like to wholeheartedly disagree!  Yes, there
are certain aspects of aging you cannot help, but if you give
in, you will find your body gives in too.  Inactivity leads to
muscular atrophy (breakdown of your muscles), reduced
flexibility in your muscles and joints, reduced cardiovascular
capacity (your body’s ability to supply enough oxygen
to your muscles for exercise), and a slower metabolism
making it difficult to maintain a healthy body weight.
In other words, things that used to be simple and not
require a second thought become uncomfortable or even
painful.  This may be trying to climb stairs without the use
of a handrail, getting up from a low sitting position, sitting
up from a laid position, or even washing your hair.
Following the completion of my degree, I have worked in
the fitness industry for 5 years training clients of all ages.  
Loss of physical ability doesn’t have to be the end of your
active life; in fact, you might find a new lease of energy to
get involved in some fresh hobbies.
So get out there today.   Join a walking
group, try out a class, or even engage
the services of a personal trainer. Just
make sure to take things steadily and
progressively, and with the advice of
your doctor and fitness professionals.
Megan Batchelor, MGB Fitness Ltd
C

UK CHAMPION CAMBRIDGE
CONSULTANT WINNER 20112014
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I’m a Cambridge Weight Plan Consultant and part of what
I do for a living is help people lose weight, healthily and
quickly. I love it when I see my clients looking good and
feeling great when they’ve reached their goal weight and I
like to encourage them to eat healthily and exercise gently
to maintain their weight loss and improve their health even
further. When you lose weight with Cambridge Weight
Plan you not only look good and feel good, you also get
the important health benefits that go with that weight loss:
Reduced risk of diabetes, heart disease, stroke, cancer,
depression and arthritis to
name but a few, so not only do
you look good on the outside,
importantly, you’re healthier on
the inside too.   If you would like
to lose weight with Cambridge
Weight Plan please contact me
on 07836311611 or email me at
Cambridgemandy@gmail.com.
and I’d be delighted to help you.
Mandy Smith
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David J Ely
job, physically as well
as mentally, which he
thoroughly enjoyed.
He met his future wife on
a P&O cruise, in the days
before cruising changed
from a relatively simple,
relaxing sea voyage, to a
floating resort holiday.
Once
married,
he
realised there was more
to life, than working the
very long days he did as
a process supervisor.
He took early retirement
and started a whole new
life, as a married man and, a few years later, as the proud
father of a daughter.
He became involved with the Highfield Residents’
Association, who he served as Planning Officer for many
years. His hard work was much appreciated and he has
been missed since he stood down from the committee.
HRA send their sincere condolences to his wife and
daughter.

Southampton 5 July 1931  —  Southampton 2  March 2014
Full circle, from Southampton to Southampton, yet a circle
that spanned the Globe.
David was a local man, who spent his early childhood in
Welbeck Avenue and Shaftesbury Avenue, until the house
was damaged during the Blitz, and the family moved to
Chandler’s Ford.
To keep them safe, the Ely children were sent to boarding
school, well away from the bombs.
David joined the Merchant Navy and had an interesting
life, sailing the world, visiting places that were virtually
unheard off in those days, before air travel took off on a
grand scale. He regularly visited the Pacific Islands, before
tourism changed their character forever, went to the opera
in Argentina, and developed a deep affection for India and
its people.
Not long after getting his Master’s Ticket, he wanted a
change, and came ashore, with, at the back of his mind,
the idea he’d go back to sea in the future.
At the time Esso, Fawley was looking for a master mariner
to take charge of the jetty; a job made for David, who had
been in charge of tankers before he came ashore.
Instead of returning to sea, he stayed on at Esso, and
gradually got into the refinery side of the plant. A demanding

Building bridges
Students and Residents at the Building Bridges Curry Night
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New Play Equipment for Portswood Rec
The Friends of Portswood Rec are celebrating the opening
of the new play area at Portswood Recreation Ground.
This has been made possible by a £35,000 funding boost
from the SITA Trust for the ‘Ability Play Project’.
Portswood Rec is a really popular, busy park used by
children from local schools and playgroups. However, the
current economic climate has meant the local council has
limited funds to repair or replace broken equipment and,
over the years, many items have had to be removed from
the park for safety reasons.
The ‘Ability Play Project’ builds upon recent access
improvements made to Portswood Recreation Ground by
the Friends of Portswood Rec working with Southampton
City Council. The project furthers the group’s vision to
see the site transformed to a park that is inclusive and
accessible for people of all ages and abilities to enjoy.
The ‘Ability Play Project’ involved the replacement of a
30 year old, worn out, play ship replaced with safer, more
inclusive structures, and the addition of a variety of new
items including a roundabout and basket swing.   This
offers youngsters of all ages and abilities the chance to
participate in outdoor recreation together, interacting and
enjoying the health and green gym benefits that result
from using public parks.
The award of this funding is the culmination of over a
year’s work by Friends of Portswood Rec, consulting with
park users and children at local schools, to put this project
together.
Beverley Pearce, Treasurer for the Friends of Portswood
Rec group who are leading the project, said “We appreciate
how oversubscribed SITA Trust always are for their funding
and are therefore especially thrilled that they have chosen
to support our ‘Ability Play Project’. Government and
council cut-backs mean funding from organisations such

as SITA Trust is becoming increasingly vital for groups like
ours to work with the local community to make a difference
in our area.  We have begun to install a range of exciting
new equipment, reinvigorating the space and transforming
it to a vibrant play area.”
Jools Granville, of SITA Trust, added “This is an exemplary
project involving real partnerships between the community,
volunteers, local authority and experts on play. It will lead
to a fantastic play-facility that will be enjoyed for years to
come. We are delighted to have been able to support this
project through the Landfill Communities Fund.”
The Play area is open now and we hope you and your
children will enjoy the new play equipment. The Friends
of Portswood Rec will be holding a Pirate themed event at
Portswood Rec to celebrate the opening of the new play
area - from 3:30 on Friday the 24th of April. Everyone is
welcome.
Friends of Portswood Rec always welcome new members
and helpers. If you would like to join Friends of Portswood
Rec or take part in one of our Gardening days in the park
please contact us on Info.FriendsOfPortswoodRec@
gmail.com or call 02380970965.  You can keep up with our
latest activities at facebook.com/FriendsofPortswoodRec

OFFERS FOR MEMBERS
Ceno’s Restaurant & Wine Bar
10% loyalty discount off food & drinks,
when taken together (cannot be used in
conjunction with any other offer)

8055 4400

Gandhi’s Restaurant
10% off food and drink, any day of the week

8055 3121

Kuti’s, Oxford Street
Noorani, Fair Oak
The Pier Thai Restaurant
20% discount, on mid week,
non anniversary days

8022 1585
8060 1901
8033 9211

Baan Mai Thai Cuisine, 273 Portswood Road
10% off all meals, including Takeaway

8067 6063

Mango Thai Tapas
10% on food.

8067 9977

Highfield House Hotel
10% off published prices
Lucy’s Cakes
10% off
Jack and Will Bakery
10% discount
Sheila Tomlinson Yoga 
First lesson free
Scoops Ice Cream Parlour, Portswood
will offer 10% discount for Members,
with 50% for “Mums Mondays” only,
between 10.00 AM & 1.00 PM for
Toddlers and Mums.

All the above offers are conditional upon production of a current HRA membership card at the time.
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8055 4223
07796 953952
8058 4772
07963 338923
8055 9988

Bongo_1941 Ceno HRA advert spring 2015.indd 1
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Unrivalled local knowledge and expertise in
the sale and let of quality homes in Highfield.
Contact Pearsons for specialist
property advice in the Highfield area.
We offer a superior marketing strategy
for homes of distinction, including
listing on the brand new property
portal OnTheMarket.com.

023 8023 3288
pearsons.com

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
I/We would like to join/renew membership of the Highfield Residents’ Association and enclose the subscription of £3.00
(One subscription covers all members of the household)

Name(s) of adults
Email
Postcode (please include)

Date

Address
Tel No.
I enclose my membership fee of      £ 3 : 00

  and a voluntary donation of    £      :

Thank you!

This form, together with the subscription, should be sent to Membership Secretary, 5 Marlborough House, 2A Oakmount Ave, SO17 1BX (if by hand, before
mid-day); or can be dropped into Highfield News; or can be brought to any HRA social event or meeting. Cheques should be made payable to Highfield
Residents’ Association. Please do not send cash through the post as it may get lost.
Newsletter Team: Jerry Gillen and Caroline Knight.
Contributions welcome. Please send to thesecretary@highfieldresidents.co.uk in Microsoft Word format.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of Highfield Residents’ Association or its members.
Printed by The Print Centre, University of Southampton  023 8059 3603

